A high-performance continuousJlow analyser is 
Introduction
In a recent paper a novel approach to non-segmented continuous flow analysis was described in which a computer controlled valve switching system was used to permit the precise mixing of sample and reagents for selective reaction analysis. A much improved version of the apparatus has now been constructed, which permits a variety of analytes to be determined sequentially and provides excellent sample throughput and sensitivity. In this paper the elements, of the instrument and its characteristics are described, and some examples of analytical results obtained using standard analytical procedures for Cr(VI) and NH4 + are presented.
The analyser
The instrument 1] used a carrier flow of a low-cost, inert (in the sense that it does not contribute to the reaction) liquid, into which both sample and reagents were injected through computer controlled valves. Gas pressure propulsion was used for both carrier and reagents as this had the advantage of producing a liquid flow which is pulse free, giving rise to less noise in the detector signal than could be obtained from peristaltic pumps. Furthermore, gas pressure propulsion is inexpensive and eliminates the use of peristaltic tubing, which, in turn, allows virtually any reagents to be used without difficulty. The main disadvantage normally found in using gas propulsion is the lack of flow rate control when used in confluence 
Ammonium ion determination
Ammonium ion determinations were carried out using the Berthelot reaction catalysed by sodium nitroprusside.
As was the case for the Cr(VI) determination, the [7] our results show similar sensitivities (7 ppb compared with 5 ppb in reference [7] ) 
